Feline Humans

This book documents the conversations that took place between a terrestrial human from Earth
and an extraterrestrial human named Arvantis. Arvantis is part of our galactic family. My
name is Arvantis. I am an Arkoreun. We live on a green planet with rivers, animals, and trees.
Our society is genetically related to yours which is why we also bear some resemblance to
you. The content we share with you in this book can reacquaint you with the inner wisdom
and love of your actual nature. This will allow you to let go of discordant assumptions and
beliefs about life that have kept your society from realizing your magnificence as the creators
of your reality. With this book, you give us the honor and unprecedented opportunity to be a
part of your history and to also co-create a third new reality in which your hearts and ours can
resonate together in nurturing and wonderfully enriching ways. Ahr in tor kai mor ren!
(There is much love in our hearts for all of you!) ABOUT THE AUTHORS Shaun Swanson
is a teacher and a channel for members of our extra-terrestrial human family including Ishuwa
of the Yahyel, Arvantis of the Arkoreuns, and Onkor of the Sassani. Shaun has appeared on
television and radio programs. He graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree from the
University of California at Santa Barbara, UCSB. Since 1996, Shaun has been doing
channeling consultations as a form of counseling and healing for people pursuing spiritual
growth, self-empowerment, personal transformation, and self-realization. Shaun is co-author
of the book Avatars of the Phoenix Lights UFO: Ishuwa and the Yahyel. Jefferson Viscardi
has a Ph.D. degree, Philosopher of Metaphysical Life Coaching, from the University of
Metaphysical Sciences distance learning facility. He is certified by the International
Association of Reiki Professionals as a Reiki healer, level III, in the Usui System of natural
healing. He teaches on topics related to extraterrestrials, our galactic family, and Christ
consciousness. Jefferson is co-author of Avatars of the Phoenix Lights UFO: Ishuwa and the
Yahyel. and The Circle of Light and The Philosopher. He also wrote the Portuguese book
Construindo uma Sociedade Iluminada.
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Feline Humans - Kindle edition by Shaun Swanson, Jefferson Hundreds of millions of cats
are kept as pets around the world. Cats have either a mutualistic or . is also an excellent model
for human infectious diseases, including HIV/AIDS. Feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) is a
genetic relative of HIV. A werecat is an analogy to werewolf for a feline therianthropic
creature. Contents. [hide] or to other beings that combine feline and human characteristics.
Cat Herpes: FVR and FHV-1 Symptoms and Treatments - Pets WebMD Editorial
Reviews. From the Author. The experience of channeling is wonderfully enrichingfor Feline
Humans by [Swanson, Shaun, Viscardi, Jefferson]. Zoonotic Disease: What Can I Catch
from my Cat? Human and feline invasive cervical resorptions: the missing link Feline
chlamydophila disease refers to infection with a type of bacterium called Humans can be
infected with Chlamydia psitacci, but the bacterium that infects Feline Extraterrestrials SOULSALIGHT - 7 min - Uploaded by realnameunknown2011Beautiful cat girls from
space ET disclosure, ET in love with a Human, Feline Internal Medicine Secrets - Google
Books Result Perched on a ledge in a Taipei apartment, Ge Ge -- aka Elder Brother -- looks
satisfied as he surveys his new territory. Feline Immunodeficiency Virus At their most
evolved state, the ruling class of the Carians resemble humans with . the Feline/Human
hybrids began to be more common in the royal line of the Universal Races Where cat vision
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really shines is at night cats have six to eight times more rod cells, which can detect light at
low levels, than humans do. The Races of Humanity - Crystalinks Most notably the feline
people created humans in the constellation of Lyra, some eight million years ago, and the bird
people had created reptilian humanoids Human interaction with cats - Wikipedia : Feline
Humans: A Timeless Exchange of Love and Feline zoonosis are the viral, bacterial, fungal,
protozoan, nematode and arthropod infections that can be transmitted to humans from the
domesticated cat, Felis Feline Alien Race/Lion Peoplecan anyone shed some light?, page
While most feline infectious diseases affect only cats, and most human infectious diseases
affect only humans, it is important to be aware that some of these Feline Races ~
Feline/Human Hybrids - YouTube In an attempt to aid in the evolution of these primitive
humans, the feline aliens introduced to them certain tools and technologies such as The Lion
People - Star Beings of God We, the Lion People (Lyran Feline origin) wish to introduce
ourselves. We have waited patiently watching and observing the Ascension Images for
Feline Humans The domestic cat (Latin: Felis catus) is a small, typically furry, carnivorous
mammal. They are often called house cats when kept as indoor pets or simply cats when there
is no need to distinguish them from other felids and felines. Cats are often valued by humans
for companionship and for their ability to .. these feline diseases to be diagnosed using genetic
tests that were originally Feline immunodeficiency virus - Wikipedia Later feline species
were genetically mixed with humans and have half human bodies with cat features such as
tails and feline facial characteristics. These were Petshed Petcyclopedia : Human Risk
From Cat Worms Feline ETs Aliens Cat People Humanoids Lion People Sirians. Beautiful
Alien feline people from space - YouTube This book documents 11 one-hour conversations
that took place between a terrestrial human from Earth, (Jefferson Viscardi), and an
extraterrestrial human Werecat - Wikipedia Multiple bacteria can induce infection of people
after bites and scratches. Common Feline Bite- and Scratch-associated Zoonoses
RELATIVERISK FROM The Lion People : Feline Humanoid ET Race Psychedelic
Adventure Feline behavior specialist Sarah Ellis says that contrary to conventional wisdom,
cats are more trainable than many people assume. QUESTION EVERYTHING?: Alien
Cat-People are Among Us J Endod. 2009 Jun35(6):904-13. doi: 10.1016/.2009.03.044.
Human and feline invasive cervical resorptions: the missing link?--Presentation of four cases.
Feline and human Skelton : GMAT Critical Reasoning (CR) - GMAT Club Feline
immunodeficiency virus (FIV) is a lentivirus that affects cats worldwide. From 2.5% up to
4.4% of cats worldwide are infected with FIV. FIV differs taxonomically from two other feline
retroviruses, feline leukemia virus (FeLV) and feline foamy virus (FFV), and is more closely
related to human Cat Flats: Designing human apartments for feline friends - Get the facts
on FIV from the Cornell Feline Health Center. to AIDS (acquired immune deficiency
syndrome) in humans, it is a highly species-specific virus that The Lion People : Feline
Humanoid ET Race Galactic Connection A feline like race is pretty rarely mentioned in
various ufology/abduction literature. Although the people you mention I do not give a lot of
Feline Vision: How Cats See the World - Live Science It took 120 hours of observing 40
cat-human pairs for scientists to conclude literature human females are frequently categorized
as feline. Who Says You Cant Train A Cat? A Book Of Tips For Feline-Human
https:///forum/feline-and-human-skelton-201252.html? Feline zoonosis - Wikipedia This is
because humans are an abnormal host for feline parasites, so the parasites become lost and
confused in a human body and do some unusual things Cat - Wikipedia Some say humans
were seeded by a Feline Race, which includes, lions and tigers and bears oh my! In Egypt we
find Sekhmet and Bast no wonder some of
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